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A SURVEY OF' THE PROBLEM OF ENURESIS FROM 
THE UNIT ASPECT 

BY 

Captain N. JONES, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.Lond. 
Royal Army Medical Corps (N.S.L.) 

INTRODUCTION 

THE problem of nocturnal enuresis in the Services, as distinct from civilian 
life, is considerably emphasize,d by the fact that the enuretic is compelled 
to disclose his failing to the world at large, the moment he lives a commudal 
existence. No longer can it be regarded as a family skeleton; and, not surpris
ingly, the enuresis becomes more severe and asserts itself to such an extent 
that the patient is compelled to seek haven with his medical officer. 

It is intended to discuss the problem here solely from the Regimental Medical 
Officer's point of view and there is no attempt to discuss the more debatable 
principles of cetiology and therapeutics favoured by the various schools of 
p~chological thought. Rather it is intended that we regard ourselves,not 
.as profound psychiatrists, but as counsellors, with the added quality of 
-organized scientific knowledge and thought to guide us .. 

The R.l\1.0. is the patient's first contact with an Army medical attendant, 
.and therefore it becomes important that the Unit M.O. is capable of appreciat
ing the type of case that confronts him. 

It must also be realized that it is at this juncture where the closest 
'Co-operation with the unit may be obtained. It is surprising the number of 
apparently intelligent and experienced Company Commanders who fail to 
regard the enure tic with any sympathy. However, it is encour.aging to realize 
that most of these officers are only too ready to alter their views when the 
subject is briefly explained to them by their own medical officer. Thereafter 
they are' anxious to help, and later share one's enthusiasm when a successful 
·outcome is achieved. 

Any case of enuresis requires unlimited patience from the M.O. concerned 
and he ,will be tried often to the, utmost .. Sudden, dramatic results are not 
to be expected, but the successful treatment of the enuretic, when it does come, 
is ample reward .and no less sweet for the time and trouble involved. At all 
times the keyword is PATIENCE. 

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE 

Usually, the enuretic is first encountered on normal sick parade. Either 
be comes voluntarily, o~ he is sent by one of his superiors, after a soiled mattress 
bas been noticed, 
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No attempt should be made to do anything at that moment, the patient is 
referred back to duty and an appointment entered to see him during an after
noon set aside for this purpose. At leasthal£ an hour, and preferably longer, 
should b~ alloWS:::d fo.r the subsequent intervieW. 

One must realize that to refer the case to hospit~l, without further ado, is 
disastrous; quite apart from the fact that the diagnosis has yet to be established. 

To ensu~j::Jhat bedwettirig doe\> occur involunta~ily,unit co-operation is 
essential. The man's commanding officer is seen and arr,angements made far 
the saldier to. sleep adj,acent to. a sensible N.C.O., who. can be relied upan to 
awaken the patient at regular intervals thraughout the night and to canfirm 
whether or not bedwetting has occurred. This is an important part in the 
preliminary pracedure, and it is best to talk to the N.C.O. who is selected to 
undertake this responsibility ,and expJain to. him, what is wanted. He must be 
guided in his duty and every effort made to. ensure that he is fully aware that 
we are a): this stage trying to establish the diagnosis. His intelligent execution 
of this task is .ofparamaunt importance to. both the patient and aurselves. In 
particular is he to be warn~d af the reputed enuretic who will try to. urinate 
in bed in the hope that he may be discharged tram the Army on medical 
graunds. These cases are easily sifted if all fluids are withheld fram an early 

, hour in the evening and the routine described adapted far a few successive 
nights. TheN.C.O. musta:lsa be quite certain that with the enuretic, it is URINE 
that has been voided and it is not merely a case of excessive perspiration. The 
man must not be placed in a guard roam and this is in fact referred to in 
EasternCammand Medical Administrative Instructian Number 150 of 1949. 

The mO$,t suitable accammadation is a dauble-bunk side roam, cantaining 
the patierit and the N.C.O. The main barrack raam darmitary should not be 
used. 

Once it has been established that nocturnal enuresis does in fact occur, then 
the patient is advised to. sleep with a groundsheet between the mattress and the 
drawsheet until further natice. Any mattresses already damaged are certified 
as hot being wilfully destrayed by the patient. 

RaUTINE EXAMINATION 

The first interview on which the man is seen is worthy of careful planning 
and it is advisable to adopt a definite, fixed routine. 

1. Having made a fixed appointment, the patient shauld nat be kept waiting. 
If it was arranged to. see him at 1400 hrs., then he shauld be seen at that 
time. and n?t at 1430 hrs., ar later. 

2. See him on his awn. Any ~rderly or clerk should be dismissed from the 
room and ~nstructions issued to the inrdical staff, that apart from genuine 
emergencies y?U are to be left undisturbed thraughout the interview. 

3. It is better to. wear a white gawn or coat for the occasion. By this simple 
procedure, the soldier is offered the psychological approach of addressing 
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a doctor rather than a superioro$cer. He will.also bemoreineHlied to 
divulge traits of habit and facts about himself,which he certainly would 
not admit to anyone else. . . 

4. As in other diseases, the strict .routine. of history, physical and finally 
special examination should be\adopted. Although it is admitted that the 
latter part will reveal no abnormality in the majority of cases, there is 
undoubtedly a tendency to .concentrate on the history alone and neglect the 
physical examination. This is to be deprecated. Apart from the fact that 
a clini~aL examination is necessary to exclude organic disease, the patient 
invariably gains confidence in his physician, when he realizes that he is 
getting a thorough "overhau1." 

5. No more should be .attempted at this interview.. . 
6. Before he leaves the consulting. room, it is useful to ask the pati,ent directly 
. whether he thinks you can~ure hirp. The ans.\Ver often helps one to 'gain 

some insight of the soldier's mental attitude. If thereplyi~ a straight-
forward "NO," do not argue the point; just leave it at that. ; . 
It is pertinent to state that "NO" is the usual answer of the National 
Serviceman, resentful of his service and ready to jump at the slightest 
chance. of being released from his commitments. . 

SUBSEQUENT INTERVIEWS 

During the subsequent interviews, the ex~miner has more opportunit~ to 
pursue aspects of the history in greater detail, and at leisure. At this stage one 
establishes the direct relationship of the onset of.the enuresis to the soldier's life. 
In particular the relationship between the onset of the disease and military 
service is determined. I /.' 

The patient should not be rushed in the hope that quick results are obtained 
and each case should be allowed to progress gradually at a steady pace. 

These interviews should be used also to discuss any problems that the patient 
may have, on a "man to man" basis .. The wh,9!~. ?bject is to gain his confidence. 
I am personally convinced that the cure lies Th'ithin the man himself and the 
doctor's role is a semi-passive one, in that he allows his patient to express openly, 
his innermost desires, successes and frustrations,. without fear of ridicule or 
reproach from his audience. . . 

It is better to remain aloof from the parents by any contact whatever, in the 
. type of enuretic seen in the Army. The Unit"M.O. is unfortunately in noposi

tion to deal wit1:;l them adequately, especially since the majority of parents 
dislike criticism, whether justified or not. Moreover, most of the parents 
themselves are often emotionally unstable. 

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES 

It is important to try and realize' what type of case should. be and can' be' 
dealt with by the Unit Medical Officer unaided. . 

(1) Gross Psychiatric Dysfunctioti.~Thc;re is obviously some gross underlying 
functional disturbance. . These cases are best referred . to a competent 
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. psyChi.atrist immediately. Anyatt~mpt at c~plicatedpsychiatric therapy, 
such as psycho-analysis, will result in increased severity of the enuresis to which. 
may be added the far more serious risk of precipitating an acute psychological 
episode. The mental trauma thus incurred may be far more difficult to repair 
than it was to initiate; 

(2) Gross Organic Disease.-If any gross organic disease' is . encountered, the 
case should be referred to the appropriate specialist. . 

Hypothyroidism is quoted by Mitchener as a cause occasiorially encountered. 
One should also bear in mind the r,arer pituitary disturbances, such as baso
phil adenoma (Cushing's syndrome),alth0ll:gh in such cases there is, polyuria 
rather than true enuresis. 

(3) Minor Infection.-Suchcauses as the helminthic infestations and 
cystitis result in increased -frequency of micturition which may be sufficient to 
simulate enuresis very closely. . They are also sufficiently frequeIit to warrant 
mention.· , 

There is nopsychologicial disturbance and once the infection, is irradicated, 
.the enuresis. stops. 

(4) Main Group.~The majority of cases belong to this final group. There is 
neither evidence of gross psychological disturbance nor organic disease. No 

. source of infect~on resulting in bladder irritation can be found. 
'The various <etiological factors are far too numerous to mention individually, 

but they vary from straightforward maladjust~e~t to Army life to the ~ases 
of minor degree of guilt complex, frequently founded ~n a popular misconcep
tion of the penalties of masturbation. 

To this group we must add also the idiopathic enuretic who is encountered 
only too frequently. It is idiopathic in the sense that as far as we are able to 
determine, no dominant factor in the <etiology can be determined with any 
certainty .. 

It is with this main category that the R.M.O. is chiefly concerned. 

TREATMENT 

Before dealing with this section, it is emphasized again, that we are consider
ing.'on,ly those cases to be dealt with.entirely by the Unit Medical Officer, 
and therefore strictly within that officer's resources. The more profound lines 
of psychiatric therapy, including psycho-analytical study, is not expected; more
over, if the cases are carefully selected, it is not necessary (vide classification). 

Treatment is considered under the following headings : 

(I) Reassurance.-The patient is reassured both in himself and in his value 
to society. 

Enuretics are frequently introspective with a well-defined inferiority com
plex. He must be provided with a staff to lean upon, in the form of his doctor, 
to whom he can turn for comfort at times ~f emotional stress. . 

The significance of enuresis is gradually shown in its true perspective and 
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444 A Survey of the Problem of Enuresis from the Unit Aspect 

explained that it should not and must not remain a dominant factor in one's. 
life. 

(2) Bladder Exercises.-V~rious forms of bladder exercIse for enuretics have 
been devised and each series invites considerabk: controversy from opposing 
schools of thought. . 

The only one we suggest here is offered without comment .and it has been 
known to obtain some success. 

The exercise itself is divided into two acts: 
(a) Mid-stream control.-Twice daily the patient voluntarily interrupts 

the flow of urine during micturition at mid-stream. After ten seconds ~nter
ruption, the act is completed normally. 

(b) Regularity.-The patient visits the urinal and assumes the procedure 
for micturition at pre-set intervals throughout the day, irrespective of 
whether he has the desire to go or not. 

These intervals are lengthened each successive day by fifteen minutes 
over a period of fourteen days. They commence at half-hourly· int~rvals 
op. the first day, until the bladder is not emptied for up to three and half to 
four hours at the end of the fortnight. 
(3) Drugs.-Drugs are not necessary always in the treatment of enuresis, but 

a few well chosen and correctly used bften reinforce other lines of therapy . 
. Ephedrine hydrochloride, gr. Yz p.o., may be given eachmprning; or instead 

amphetamine sulphate mg. 5-10 p.o. in the late afternoon. 
Phenobarbitone gr. % b.d. may be needed to sedate the highly excitable 

nervous subject it! the early stages of treatment. 
Unfortunately there is no drug available which is an unqualified success 

in enuresis and the correct place for those mentioned is as an adjuvant to the· 
other lines of therapy proposed. ' 

CONCLUSION 

We have tried to outline briefly what can be done in the treatment of 
enuresis by the unit medical officer. . 

No attempt has been made to discuss psychiatric principles and the' simpler 
therapeutic measures have been outlined. 

This problem is one upon which few doctors are content to. spend /their 
time. That it does exist on a saprophytic footing within the service community 
is recognized and the onus of dealing adequately with such cases must rest 
upon the Unit Medicql Officer in charg~ of troops. 

In conclusion we quote the sage who remarked that, "Marriage is invariably 
a cure for all enuretics," so that when driven to despair we can always save 
this drastic therapeutic measure to beplayed as our final trump card. 

I am indebted to Lt.-Col. H. Pozner, R.A.M.C., the Command Psychiatrist 
at the Queen Alexandra Hospital, Millbank, for the guidance he has given me 
over such cases of enuresis that I have' encountered ip. the Army and also for 
his help and criticisms in the writing of this article. 
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